Hey partner!
The Prince of Dorkiness and Morticia Addams just stormed into the station all hysterical and waving around the latest edition of Your Ward News.

2018.
Chinese year of the DOG! I'm on all 4's. WOOF! WOOF! 2019. Year of the PIG! Draw that service revolver and take out the old year. OINK! OINK! If you don't, a rift will form in the space-time continuum.

Confiscate the paper and bring it back here along with that bag of shrooms in the evidence locker. After we're done with space boy, we'll escape reality. Should we party with the whore?

Why are you interviewing us in the washroom?

Because what I'm about to tell you is TOP SECRET. Sears and St. Germaine are fugitive time travelers who fund their rag by counterfeiting cash with a replicator. They ignore "hate speech" laws because if found guilty, they're outta here like Dr. Who.

You're the first cop that's actually making sense, P.C. O'Rion. So how do we shut them down?

The Andromedan
Time Treaty forbids timeline intervention. They reveal the future on the front cover and "The Simulation" on page 12. Acts banned under the treaty. It supersedes Earth law. I can arrest them right now.

You remind me of a young Brad Pitt

That's my cue. I'll guard the door.

FABULIST FLAMEOUT!
See page 16 to learn how a Marxist power couple's "Web of Lies" caught up to them on the witness stand!
Even though 36 children died and more than 1,700 were injured in 2009 in a vaccine “clinical trial”, Italy’s government mandated 11 vaccines for a kid to attend school. Irate Italians formed the #GovernmentofChange movement and voted them out. And the new National Socialist Zeitgeist just led to a shocking discovery affecting parents worldwide.

On December 4, 2018, the new Italian health minister fired all 30 members of the vaccine policy advisory board. On December 13, 2018, Italy’s “National Order of Biologists” gave $11,350 U.S. to scientific research group Corvelva to test every vaccine on the market, starting with “Infanrix Hexa”, a “6-in-1” vaccine made by GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and widely-used worldwide, including Canada. It is supposed to contain the following ANTIGENS (particles that trigger antibodies to make a patient immune to a disease): DTaP (tetanus, diphtheria & pertussis toxoids); inactivated poliomyelitis viral strains 1-2-3; Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib); and hepatitis B surface antigen.

Corvelva’s bombshell findings were released on December 16, 2018, with many doctors now in hiding. THERE WERE NO ANTIGENS IN THE VACCINE! But there were traces of 65 chemical cross-contaminants from other manufacturing lines; chemical toxins; various free bacterial peptides that are potential allergens and are capable of inducing autoimmune reactions (explaining why primarily vaccinated kids develop allergies to milk, peanuts, etc.); and macromolecules that Corvelva said “… could not be recognized in any way by the protein databases, and in fact it turned out to be a solid compound of an unknown chemical structure.”

Rates of autism and other vaccine-related injuries have skyrocketed. So have outbreaks of diseases that vaccines supposedly prevent. Recent measles outbreaks in VACCINATED populations were falsely blamed on “UNDER-VACCINATION” (now we know vaccines may all be bogus). When a paralysis outbreak occurred in Ottawa in December 2018, to prevent mass hysteria Health Canada called it “Acute Flaccid Myelitis (AFM)” instead of what it was: POLIO! The polio vaccine never eradicated polio. Paralysis rates fell because people learned not to swim in E-coli-infested water, as it indicated fecal contamination which may also contain the polio virus. People unlucky enough to catch polio are now told they have “AFM”! Vaccinating your kids is CHILD ABUSE! Vaccinating yourself is MASOCISM!
Dear Loyal Readers:

So much has transpired on the legal front since our last edition, so please read my article on page 16. It provides a brief summary of our legal battles thus far and it describes the spectacular fall from Marxist grace of Trudeau lackeys Warren & Lisa Kinsella. After they went down in flames on the witness stand, brave Judge Daniel Moore called them out for their delusional attacks against me and Leroy. We have never broken any law, and in the end we will be vindicated. In the article I also reveal the name of the person who reported my family to the Children’s Aid Society (My suspicions that it was someone associated with Lisa Kinsella proved to be correct). .

This edition is the first one I laid out in Microsoft Publisher on my own, as I found doing so far more efficient (and cheaper) than going back and forth with a layout editor for every minor edit. The software program is petty idiot-proof. I think I did a good job, but so I can learn, please provide me constructive feedback.

Also, in the 9 months since Vincent Van Goy was appointed our graphic artist, his artistic/autistic skills have blossomed. This edition of Your Ward News features his best work thus far, as he now effortlessly brings every article to life with an iconic image. Go to our website to download high resolution versions of any of his masterpieces.

Private companies & our volunteer army deliver 305,000 copies of our paper. Half hit houses in our delivery area. The rest hit random towns across Canada, so let us know if yours is infested with Marxist parasites. Canada Post has an apartment mailbox monopoly, so ask us for bundles to slip under doors in your building. The most positive response to our Fall 2018 Edition was from Toronto’s west end, with dozens of subscription requests. The most negative response was from Toronto’s east end, with several disturbed cat ladies expressing outrage in voicemails & emails. One voicemail was so histronically colourful I could literally smell the day-old urine and untreated yeast infection wafting out of the phone receiver. This woman surely has not encountered a penis since the 90’s.

After we get a verdict in our “hate speech” trial (most likely in early February) many of my mothballed projects will finally get off the ground. I will register The New Constitution Party of Canada (my Christian Libertarian National Socialist party); restart monthly Toronto Real Men meetings to teach men seduction & masculinity; hold our “Anti-Marxist Book Burning” (the city denied us a permit, so it will be held as a protest). And I need more artists, web designers, writers, delivery volunteers and paid advertisers, to roll out the inaugural quarterly, targeting infidel areas to bring all Muslims & Jews to Christ before 2033. Please contact me to volunteer.

We are still looking to secure a new 3000+ sq' HQ for a high tech studio to stream daily online news and a “Hitler Fan Club” clubhouse (thanks again to A.R. for free storage of our furniture & back issues).

STAY TUNED!

Dr. James Sears
Editor-In-Chief, Your Ward News
Editor@YourWardNews.com
Hey dog lovers! With the cold weather rolling in, it’s time I ask all my human readers to consider taking in a stray dog over the winter. Living the homeless, masterless and carefree life in the wild was popularized on television by a show called “The Littlest Hobo”. It was a weekly adventure that followed a little dog named “Hobo” from town to town and portrayed his interactions with different families and people who would take him in for a short period of time while he fixed whatever problems they were having. What this whitewashed program did NOT show was Hobo freezing his tail off in the winter or begging for food on a daily basis. When the weather is nice, many a carefree K-9 will embrace the homeless lifestyle of Hobo. But as the Canadian winter rolls in, you better have a warm place to stay.

With that in mind, a tearjerker story that jumped out at me this week was one of how many senior citizens have to decide to either pay their rent or buy food, and that some are turning to dog food to make ends meet??? Hey, I eat dog food, and I resent the implications there! First, many brands of dog food are pretty good eating, and second, dog food is not as cheap as it used to be, and third, maybe if the Liberal government cared more about your granny than they do strays from other countries, we could all have a warm place to sleep and enough food to eat this winter, huh?

With Justin Trudeau signing the U.N. “Global Compact for Migration” as well as doing nothing to stem the rising tide of illegal immigration flooding across the border from the United States, many are concerned with the cost of this third world migration into Canada and the impact it is having on the people who live here.

When naïve Canadians elected Globalist lapdog Justin Trudeau, little did they know that our new alpha dog was also George Soros’ beta bitch. Over the last 3 years Trudeau has done Soros’ bidding, opening our kennel gates to an invasion of hungry packs of illegal wolves, handing them money meant to feed and house the disabled, seniors & veterans, and creating a “Mad Max”-style society of dumpster-diving human strays.
For example, a refugee in Ontario would receive a roughly $2,500 one-time start-up allowance, to cover things such as basic household needs, furniture, winter clothing and telephone installation if a landline is chosen. The estimated monthly assistance to a refugee in Ontario is $800, and even more if there are children. However, an old age pensioner who has worked hard all their life and paid taxes into the system for forty or fifty years receives the Old Age Security pension (or OAS or OAS-GIS). It is a taxable monthly social security payment available to most Canadians 65 years of age or older with individual income less than $122,843. As of January 2018, the basic amount is $586.66 per month, a paltry sum hardly enough to cover your rent.

So it comes as no surprise that once again we are starting to hear stories of senior citizens having to resort to eating dog food. Now this is where I can be of some help, as a long time connoisseur of snout to tail dining, I can attest that some brands are better than others. But in the case of human consumption, some flavours may be more palatable than others. Keep in mind we are talking about dog food here and not cat food. You should never attempt to eat cat food, as the stinky vile sludge eaten by cats is as putrid as a cat’s evil soul.

The top ranking flavour loved by both dogs and senior citizens is beef stew in the large can. Now you can find a mix of vegetables a human might recognize along with chunks of beef that came somewhere off a cow, all mixed into a rich brown gravy. These days many of the better dog foods contain no grains at all. One brand that I cannot name has a beef and chicken grill flavour that is a “high protein grain-free” canned dog food containing a generous amount of meat. This dog food contains no corn, wheat or soy, and helps to maintain digestive health, healthy skin and a shiny coat.

Some of the solid pâté-type flavors are great on a cracker or in a sandwich, and can even be served to guests if the kids unexpectedly drop by. I’m not even going to get into the dry food and biscuits because most seniors don’t have the teeth for them anyway.

Now a steady diet of canned food can get to be old hat very quickly, so today’s senior citizen who wishes a wider variety in their diet must also consider dumpster-diving for their meals. Many think this is a game for younger people, but it’s not as physically difficult as you might think. If you use a walker for example, you can put on the brakes and use it to stand on in order to gain access to the larger dumpsters. A cane can also come in handy should a raccoon or squirrel be after the same tasty bits you are.

Now your first thought might be to hit the dumpster at the supermarket where you just bought your dog food, but you would be wrong. These dumpsters are usually picked clean by middle-age hippies and Communist ANTIIFA losers living in squats. Besides, you would still have to take it home, then chop and cook it. Many seniors get up so early that it’s about the same time as most restaurant kitchens are cleaning up for the night. If you hit the right restaurant dumpsters at the right time, you can eat like a king and the cooking is done for you! And don’t forget to bring your Tupperware because the right dumpster could feed you for a week!

Another little trick I’ve picked up that might work just as well for seniors is to hang out by the drive-through windows and pretend to be a stray granny or grandpa. I’ve done it and it works. If you look sad and hungry enough, sometimes people will throw you a burger. But don’t hang around too long or somebody might call the pound on ya.

My advice to senior citizens who have to decide whether to eat or pay the rent is to pay the rent and take in a smart dog to help score free food. I know of one team who has formulated many scams to ensure they eat like kings. One time the dog dressed up like a service animal with a vest and handle on his back. His senior citizen partner-in-crime wore sunglasses and took him right into a supermarket where he slid half a dozen prime steaks right under the dog’s service vest. (Nobody will ever frisk the dog)

It’s a shame that we live in a country where Justin Trudeau and his Liberal government cares more about strays from other parts of the world than it does about the seniors who built this country, the veterans that fought to defend it, and the dedicated dogs that keep Canada from going to the cats.
“The Swamp” President Donald Trump promised to drain includes the Globalist “Deep State” or “Shadow Government” that controls & directs every move the government makes. Canada is controlled by the same Globalists. Whether you vote Republican or Democrat, or Conservative or Liberal or NDP, rest assured your interests will be overridden by theirs.

Within a month of JFK announcing he was going to mint silver coins, the first step toward shutting down the private Federal Reserve Bank, the Globalist Jewish bankers assassinated him. Within 3 months of Muammar Gaddafi announcing he was minting a Gold Dinar coin and taking Libya and eventually all of Africa off the Globalist bankers’ U.S. dollar standard, he was assassinated. Lincoln refused to borrow money from the private Jewish bankers to fund the American Civil War, instead printing “Greenbacks”, and he was assassinated.

But the bigger story is how Chabad Jews and Evangelical Christians teamed up to push Trump into fulfilling bible prophesy, starting with moving the American embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Each group thinks they have the upper hand over the other. Evangelicals believe that when Jesus returns, the Jews will become Christians and fall in line; Chabad Jews believe that when the “True Messiah” (Moshiach) comes, Christians will fall at Jews’ feet and serve them. I suspect Trump views both groups as superstitious fools but powerful enough voting blocks and election influencers & financiers, to be appeased.

In reality, the Jews’ “Messiah” will be the Anti-Christ or false Messiah. Anyone who supports Israel, the “Great Harlot” spoken of in Revelation, is following the devil. The man bringing this false “Prophesy” to Trump’s ear is “Court Jew” and Chabad fanatic Jared Kushner. The question is whether or not Kushner is the Anti-Christ (he bought and sold 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, fueling satanic speculation). Years ago I had a vision of 3 important years … 2020, 2026 and 2033—the 2,000th anniversary of Christ’s murder by the Jews—the year of his demise. I will closely track Kushner’s activity and report back to you in the coming months.

Steve Bannon. Drunken Irishman. Falling down drunk.
Big whiners. Whining big time. Doing it to shut them up.

Chabad boys! Chabad boys! What you gonna do? What you gonna do when Moshiach comes for you?

At least there’s no Talmudic Jews in heaven

“YOUR WARD NEWS” IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST ANTI-MARXIST PUBLICATION!
In early 2018 women began using Twitter hashtag #outhedley2k18 to circulate unsubstantiated, anonymous tales of Jacob Hoggard, 34 year old lead singer of Canadian pop-rock band Hedley, molesting them. The mass hysteria began when a “Me Too” party pooper claimed that he ravaged her years earlier.

On February 14, 2018, the “Day of Love”, Hedley released a statement professing Jacob Hoggard’s innocence. On July 23, 2018, after months of the pro-Femi-Marxist mainstream media whipping cat ladies & slut-walkers into a castration frenzy, Hoggard was arrested on two counts of sexual assault causing bodily harm of one woman, and one count of sexual interference (sexually touching someone under 16—likely a 15 year old fawning groupie).

In May 2008 Stephen “Cockblock” Harper raised Canada’s age of consent from 14 to 16, so Hoggard’s groupie fondling was legal until only a decade ago. When living the fast-paced “Rock & Roll” lifestyle, who has time to check ID? The other broad claims she texted Hoggard next day, accused him of rape, he called her, he said not to contact him again, then blocked her number. A woman scorned, lol! The biggest travesty: All 3 incidents occurred in 2016! How about a 30 day statute of limitations? Or a law that if he is acquitted, the lying slut is punished? The propensity for women to lie to King Solomon is why we have the commandment “Thou Shalt Not Commit False Witness Against Thy Neighbour”.

Hoggard has a preliminary hearing in a Toronto courtroom July 11-12, 2019. He is shitting bricks so badly that he had a snap marriage to 28 year old Canadian actress Rebekah Asselstine in Vancouver on December 31, 2018. She looks like a dirty little bisexual hottie, which is good thinking on half-Italian Hoggard’s part: Now when he slips the salami to a skanky groupie who is asking for it, he has a reliable witness to say she begged for it.

I doubt very much Hoggard intended to hurt anyone. What did these broads expect would happen when they finally went one-on-one with a bad boy rocker who spews sexually-charged lyrics? Give me a fucking break! The #MeToo movement has claimed yet another victim, but at least now, falsely-accused men are fighting back with the burgeoning #HimToo and #MeTooFuckYou Twitter hashtags. I wish Hoggard luck.

by Dimitri The Lover
Canada’s top Seduction and Masculinity Guru
SOROS CASH IN PAW, TRUDEAU AMENDS ELECTION LAW!

While you were busy with your Christmas shopping this year, the repressive government of Justin Trudeau’s Liberals was busy passing legislation to amend the Canada Elections Act, closing doors and loopholes they had used to win last federal election, so the Conservatives don’t do to them what the Liberals did to Harper in 2015.

On December 13, 2018, BILL C-76, aka “The Elections Modernization Act”, received Royal Assent. The Trudeau government is beefing up legislation aimed at making it harder for foreign entities to interfere in federal elections. When the bill was introduced last spring, the government proposed only to prohibit the use of foreign money by so-called “third parties”, during the weeks immediately prior to an election being called. But now Bill C-76 is a blanket ban on the use of foreign funds AT ANY TIME for the purpose of supporting or opposing a political party or candidate.

Many will recall that during the 2015 election the Trudeau Liberals had a great amount of help from foreign-sponsored political advocacy groups such as the George Soros-funded group “Lead Now”, which at the time had a large Canadian membership working on Trudeau’s behalf. In fact the Liberal Party benefited greatly from foreign money in Canadian political actions prior to the 2015 elections, in everything from oil and pipeline protests to marijuana legalization advocacy.

There’s so much more to this new law than meets the eye. Bill C-76 was described as an “omnibus bill” (a proposed law that covers a number of diverse or unrelated topics). Not only does it deal with foreign or third party money in elections, but things such as what is acceptable as voter ID. Also, it was designed to reverse a number of changes wrought by the previous Conservative administration’s “Fair Elections Act”. The new legislation restores the use of voter information cards as a valid form of identification (reversing a move instituted by the Conservatives in the Fair Elections Act to keep non-citizens from voting in elections). It also reintroduces “vouching” to allow one voter to vouch for the legitimacy of another; many see this as a ploy to entice illegal immigrants to vote Liberal in the next election. The new law even calls for the creation of a “National Registry of Future Electors” to pre-register Canadian youth aged 14-17 years.

FULL STOP while we think about that last point: A “National Registry of

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
It’s not surprising to see the Liberals re-jig the election laws, making it harder for smaller political parties to compete or small political advocacy groups to operate. But let’s not fool ourselves: This is not a Left/Right or a Liberal/Conservative move here. It’s a Globalist system that year after year chips away at our rights and freedoms. Yes, some of it is the Liberals reversing some of the changes the Conservatives implemented, like the Fair Elections Act of June 2014; in fact C-76 reverses many of the key points of the Conservative law which was originally enacted because at the time many Canadians were outraged at the number of non-citizens that were illegally voting in the federal elections.

The Liberals will justify this and fine you. Elections Canada to charge you if you break the law, and C-76 lays out the authority for the incumbent politician, you could fine anybody other than your neighbors to vote for political parties or third parties. Should you decide to sponsor advertisements placed by political parties or third parties. Should you decide to sponsor an ad campaign to convince your neighbors to vote for somebody other than your incumbent politician, you could be breaking the law, and C-76 lays out the authority for Elections Canada to charge and fine you.

The Liberal viewpoint as opposed to a “Progressive” (Communist) one, The Government of Canada will ignore you until it can change you, as far as the Globalist politicians are concerned.

As the Globalist politicians in Canada chip away at our democratic laws and freedom of speech, don’t expect the media to echo your concerns or voice your opinion, because the Globalist control of the media will tighten as Justin Trudeau throws your tax money at newspapers that so blindly support his Globalist policies (see my detailed article on the subject on page 14 of this edition). Trudeau had to bail them out because most people have stopped buying into their mainstream media crap! Point is these Globalist politicians will continue to pass laws with the excuse that they are protecting you and the electoral system from evil foreign influences; but the truth of these laws is they are meant to restrict you from exercising your democratic rights. There’s more going on with Bill C-76 than meets the eye.

"The Elections Modernization Act is a tremendous step forward in our Government’s commitment to improve and strengthen our democratic institutions. We are committed to maintaining the trust of Canadians in our democratic process. I am confident in the ongoing work we are doing across Government to ensure our electoral processes are secure and to defend them from cyber threats and foreign interference." - Minister of Democratic Institutions, the Honourable Karina Gould

In late December we were counter-protesting "Yellow Vest" Neo-Nazis, a brawl ensued and some pigs got injured. Under Harper's Fascist Bill C-309 we're facing 10 years in prison for concealing our faces.

In Trudeau's trans-everything dystopia, "Peoplekind" can be anything they want. Don't you identify as trans-racial "Seamus O'Singh"?
LET’S BEAUTIFY THE NATION WITH SEXY IMMIGRATION!

After an intense orgasm, I often ask myself “What would Dimitri do if he was Führer of Canada?” Sure, like Hitler, I would implement National Socialist economic policies which within months would alleviate poverty, joblessness and other suffering. And like him, Christian cultural policies to eradicate sexual/social depravity. But Hitler never dealt with a porous border overrun with low-IQ Shitholers. I will now present my solution to the latter.

If Globalist bum-boy Trudeau is replaced by a Prime Minister who eradicates “Multiculturalism” and turns Canada into a melting pot, as it was before bisexual traitor Pierre Trudeau corrupted it, I would not care about a potential immigrant’s religion or culture. That is because within a couple of generations, they would assimilate. But until that happens, we should only allow European and Northern American Aboriginal people into Canada, in that they do not require assimilation into what is left of our original and now-decimated host culture.

But let us instead assume that the wet dream of most Canadian Nationalists is fulfilled; that 10% of the population reach a state of enlightenment which makes them wise to our Marxist dystopia and angry enough to do something about it. That is all it takes, as the vast majority of the population (especially dimwitted females) are sheep that will follow the new party line without putting much thought into it. And let us further assume that, knowing I am one of the few men in Canada unwavering in my beliefs and prepared to go to jail for them, the men behind the coup approach me to lead us into the Aquarian Age. Such a scenario is not as farfetched as you might think.

After temporarily shutting down the border, dismantling “Multiculturalism”, banning abortion, banning public expression of sexual depravity, taking back control of the Bank of Canada so that it can again offer zero interest infrastructure loans to provinces and municipalities, decriminalizing minor domestic abuse and sexual assault, Christianizing public institutions, etc., I will implement a new immigration policy.

The median IQ of Canada’s population just dropped below 100 for the first time in our history, primarily because in 1968 Pierre Trudeau opened our border to Shitholers (people by Dimitri The Lover
Canada’s top Seduction and Masculinity Guru

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
from countries whose citizens have such low IQ’s, they cannot build advanced societies). As these newcomers have pipped into our gene pool, it has deteriorated. Furthermore, many new immigrants and illegals are suffering from serious congenital abnormalities because in cultures such as Islam, first cousin marriages are permitted. Our medical systems, already badly-overburdened by our aging population, now must attend to the needs of the crippled and retarded newcomers (and trust me, Shithole nations are not sending us their best).

However, I am not suggesting that we create a colour chart similar to those you find in paint stores, in order to screen immigrants, as I care not what colour or religion you are, provided you respect our Euro-Aboriginal culture, are healthy and have a high IQ. I would accept a 110 IQ Chinaman or East Indian before I accept a 95 IQ European, as the latter would have a far lower chance of finding a well-paying, stable job and a far greater propensity to be involved in violent crime, thereby becoming a burden on both our social welfare and criminal justice systems. Instead, the goal is for every new immigrant to IMPROVE Canada’s gene pool.

Furthermore, studies have proven that the more attractive you are (meaning the more symmetrical your physical features), the more healthy you are. It is not practical to conduct full-blown medical screening at the border (other than keeping out people with diseases like HIV or TB, congenital abnormalities and sexual perversions, and perhaps also performing genetic testing for a variety of disorders). However, letting in only attractive people will ensure a much healthier cohort of immigrants. Furthermore, having more attractive people wandering the streets uplifts everyone’s spirits, even those of the same sex who may not be interested in any of them as a love interest.

Because Canada’s population has hit critical levels of stupid and ugly, we need to be pretty strict in regards to who we let in over at least the next 10 years. Therefore, I would limit immigrants to only those from what I deem “SEXY” COUNTRIES, and I would concentrate on regions of those countries that breed the sexiest people. Also, because the majority of Canadian women have become demanding, delusional cunts with feelings of entitlement, I WOULD ONLY ADMIT HOT SINGLE WOMEN! This demographic shift will create competition which will bring in line our domestic women who have been polluted by Feminist-Marxist ideology.

Therefore, I would create panels of young, horned men who would have to unanimously approve each immigration application. I would entrust these penile patriots with the task of Making Canada Sexy Again by following a strict set of admission guidelines that I would put in place, right after I pass an emergency decree that we immediately admit 1,000,000 submissive Eastern European sexpots, 100,000 spicy South American putanas (European-phenotype), 100,000 sultry Irish-Scottish femme fatales (mostly to act as mistresses for the elite), and for variety, 100,000 Bollywood-tier North Indian temptresses. With abortion banned and minor sexual assault decriminalized, men will be jumping these nympho girls’ bones, and there will be a domestic baby boom the likes of which Canada has never seen!

Of course, we have to ensure that IQ testing is done at the border in the language of the potential breeding stock’s choice in order to ensure that her IQ is at least 105 (increasing the chance she produces children that raise the overall national IQ). And there would have to be both a written and practical test to prove that these women respect our culture. The latter will include them all having to consume a typical Canadian breakfast in front of an immigration officer—back bacon, eggs, pancakes & maple syrup—while in the nude in order to facilitate inspection for body imperfections (industrial grade Colombian girdles are especially problematic). They have to clear their plates (women with big appetites who still have great figures, have a fast metabolism and are less likely to become obese over time).

As for those who think that making these broads eat bacon is somehow immoral, look at it like this: I want Muslims and Jews to come to Jesus Christ. We will only be letting in single women. If lovely Muslim girl Wafiyah from the Punjab refuses to eat that delicious bacon, what are the chances that she is going to hook up with Kevin from Cobourg, convert to Christianity and pop out Jesus-loving babies? Think about it.

Once we import all this sexy, intelligent breeding stock, and ban the murder of 100,000 pre-born children per year in abortions, I estimate that over 500,000 beautiful high-IQ babies will be born each year. Over the next 10 years Canada’s population will balloon by over 5 million, and I estimate our median IQ will rise to about 102.

Of course, we must put safeguards in place to prevent abuse of the system, in that we do not want to grant landed immigrant status to non-procreating frigid women or exclusive lesbians. Domestic lesbians are fine in that they are our girls and the bible does not forbid female homosexuality. The issue with frigid women is that they will not aggressively seek out cocks for pleasure, reducing their chances of being inseminated. However, I am against making every immigration applicant masturbate to orgasm whilst hooked up to a device to confirm said orgasm was not faked, in that a woman could be a dead fish in bed yet still yearn to have children and be a good mother. Like most Jewish girls, these orgasm-fakers are often orally skilled and should be given a chance to procreate and improve our weak gene pool.

Therefore, I instead suggest a 5 year window during which every woman must show that she has either become pregnant or made an effort, otherwise she is deported. However, women that are not interested in procreating but do enjoy casual sex, are necessary in every society in order to instruct young single men in the fine arts of lovemaking and to facilitate middle-aged married men’s pursuit of happiness. Such women would be exempt from this 5 year recreation window. However, proving their promiscuity would be a challenge. We could use a system similar to a loyalty card, where each man would “stamp” her card after she pleased him. A minimum of one pleasuring per week would allow her to remain in the country. There would have to be heavy penalties for men who fraudulently stamp these cards in exchange for non-sexual rewards.

Canada is at a critical juncture in its life. Either we act now to stem the tide of mediocrity, or we will become a Northern Shithole; then your only hope will be to escape to Putin’s Russia.
EARTH: ALIEN SIMULATION OR REALM OF DAMNATION?

Elon Musk has some powerful enemies in high places. The question is not HOW they have orchestrated his spectacular fall from grace, but WHY. My exploration of that question has led me stumbling upon a potential answer that in turn elicits even more questions, primarily in regards to the reason for mankind’s existence.

For those of you who don’t know, Musk is the brains behind SpaceX and Tesla, and one of the few elites actually focused on the long-term survival of mankind as opposed to the short-term denigration of it. It also triggers the absolute shit out of people when you call him an African-American (he is half South African and half Canadian, and a citizen of both nations).

Musk first popped up on my radar back in late May with his “Who do you think *owns* the press? Hello.” tweet, which is open to interpretation, but many of the usual suspects on Twitter responding to it, asserted it was a “dog whistle” calling out the disproportionate Zionist ownership of the press (relative to their population size). Make of it what you will, but Musk has seemed to have nothing but problems since this little “incident”.

Fast forward to September 7, 2018, Musk goes onto the Joe Rogan podcast and smokes a joint during the stream. Then three weeks later, he is charged by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for an obscure tweet about securing private funding for Tesla at a price of $420. When he was finally forced to step down as Tesla’s chairman, I figured it was just more planned character assassination; pre-ordained plans being carried out as usual.

But then I re-watched Joe Rogan’s interview; specifically where Musk is discussing the theory that Earth could be a “simulated reality”. It got me thinking that maybe there is more at play here. In the interview, Musk says he believes in a high probability of “many, many simulations … we might as well call them reality, or we could call them the multiverse”. When I realized what he was saying and the implications it holds for atheism, it all hit me at once. If they’re going after Musk, it isn’t because he’s smoking weed on a podcast; it’s because he’s blabbing about “The Simulation”, or at least proving the existence of something that created our reality, effectively disproving atheism (don’t worry, I’ll explain later).

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
The whole Earth as a simulation theory isn’t really anything new. From sci-fi scenarios where Dyson Spheres (think of a solar panel that covers an entire sun) are used to power simulated realities, to theories that the Mandela effect (a phenomenon where many people remember something different than it happened, named after the belief that Nelson Mandela died in jail in the 1980s), is actually proof of alternate realities. This idea has existed in some form or another for a while now.

Even Descartes’ “evil demon” theory—that there could be some kind of malicious entity deceiving him through his senses—could be considered a primitive version of it. The difference with Musk, however, is that he’s a mainstream figure, saying this on a major livestream, to millions of viewers who are already tech-savvy enough to be watching a livestream (not a high bar, but it means they can research this sort of stuff). It also means that if there is even the slightest bit of truth to what Musk is saying, and the Elites know about it, what he said on the Joe Rogan podcast would prompt full “SHUT IT DOWN” mode.

But why would the Elites care about the masses discovering they live in a simulation (I mean, besides the obvious answer that it would inspire nihilism and general anarchy)? I was talking with our Editor-In-Chief Dr. Sears and he mentioned something I think is worth noting. A simulated reality—it doesn’t matter if it’s a computer simulation, multiple universes created by some machine or any other form of simulated reality—proves the existence of something that created that reality. It would literally prove God, even if only semantically.

This goes against the push towards atheism and away from traditional values that we’ve seen throughout the West and Europe as part of the Globalists’ agenda of eroding the Euro-Western-centric value system; especially if our reality was consciously created by a “being” and is not the result of some experiment or program designed to create it. In short, if the masses found out about a theistic-based (i.e. created by a being and not a thing) simulated reality, it would probably be worse than them discovering we live in a computer program. If the latter happens, you’d probably get widespread civil unrest; the former means the debate surrounding religion is changed completely and forever.

I’m reminded of a quote from the movie “The Truman Show”: “We accept the reality of the world with which we are presented.” For those of you who haven’t seen the movie, it’s about a man (played by the recently real-life “Red-Pilled” Jim Carrey) whose entire life, unbeknownst to him, is a scripted television show broadcast around the world for other people to watch.

It’s easy to deny the existence of a simulated reality because it goes against empiricism and the idea that knowledge is solely derived from sensory experience. The idea of a simulated reality tends to make us uncomfortable (OK, I can’t speak for other people, but it certainly makes me a bit uncomfortable) so I expect a lot of people choose not to dwell on it; or actively look for ways to discredit it, as opposed to researching it with an open mind.

If you can’t tell, this article isn’t about me claiming to know things. It’s about me rationalizing hypotheticals in my head and frantically putting them to page in a manner that is hopefully somewhat enjoyable for you to read. I’m a very hypothetical kind of thinker and I like to hash out ideas in my head and allow them to develop there. I think that’s why I’m so drawn to the simulated reality theory; because it’s such a hypothetical notion and we have no real way to test it. It’s all just based on guesswork and assumptions. That’s also how I feel about a similar theory I’ve always liked that goes hand in hand with it—the idea that, perhaps, the Earth is Purgatory.

This one is a little less common, but I have seen people talk about it before. It would certainly answer a lot of questions—why suffering exists; why people are born simply to die of horribly-disfiguring diseases before they can even read, write or have any sense of right or wrong; why we have people who have severe cognitive defects or extreme schizophrenia—perhaps they’re simply NPC’s (“Non-Player Characters”, either there as programs or to test us, depending on whether you subscribe to the simulation theory or the purgatory one).

It would also explain why “free will” exists—we have to have the ability to be cruel, otherwise there would be no such thing as kindness; you can’t have light without dark, just like you can’t have evil without good.

But what I like most about this idea is that it means your life is worth something. You have, and are meant to have, a real chance at proving your worth (or lack thereof) as an individual. If Earth is Purgatory, then life is basically just a test for you to prove (or disprove) yourself worthy of whatever lies ahead. If that is the case, each and every human on this Earth has the potential for greatness or for great evil. I think that’s a pretty cool thought.

Many arguments against theism and agnosticism are based on the assumption that their popularity is due to a human longing for a life to be more than just random evolution. I think that longing exists, however when given the choice between theism and atheism, I will always choose the former. If there is no afterlife and I live a life according to the morals and ethics of Christianity, I’ve lived a good life and have lost nothing in the process. But if I live a life of sin and there is an afterlife, I’ve sacrificed potentially everything for some temporary material pleasure.

I don’t know whether or not we live in some sort of simulated reality. What I do know is that someone or some group of people seems to have it out for Musk. It started with that tweet against Zionist media control but it seems like it’s gotten even worse ever since he talked about the idea of some simulated reality, to the point that I’m beginning to question why. Like I said above, there is no way to “prove” any of this. I’m not claiming to be dropping some kind of truth bomb on you; just asking the obvious questions that all this anti-Musk sentiment has aroused in this curious mole. I look forward to monitoring Musk closely and seeing if he continues to speak out about this idea of the Earth as a simulation or if he drops it completely. Do your own research, ask your own questions, and if you find something that you think is of interest, send it to our Editor-In-Chief, Dr. James Sears.

This is your mole signing off and saying, to quote Truman, “good morning, and in case I don’t see ya, good afternoon, good evening and goodnight!”

“YOUR WARD NEWS” IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST ANTI-MARXIST PUBLICATION!
TRUDEAU Bribes Canada’s “Fake News” Scribes!

Hitler’s brilliant Minster of Propaganda, Joseph Goebbels said “Think of the press as a great keyboard on which the government can play”. But unlike Hitler or Justin Trudeau’s father Pierre, Justin has neither the intellect nor the charm required to skillfully play this powerful propaganda piano. Instead, he must misappropriate our taxes in order to buy both the instrument and the journalists that can play it for him.

Many a wise man has stated that a free and independent press is essential to a healthy democracy; I can only wish we had something like that in Canada. Our corporate media was usurped years ago under Globalist Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, who threw out Canada’s media ownership laws. Mulroney betrayed Canada because the Globalists had this idea for “Media Convergence”, an economic strategy in which the media properties owned by communications companies employ digitization and computer networking, working together to conspire to control public opinion though media ownership.

An antiquated term for the media is “The Fourth Estate”. In a parliamentary system the first is the Monarchy, the second is the government and the judiciary, and the third is the Commoners or public. The purpose of “The Fourth Estate” of the media is to educate and inform the public. Because the Globalists have used the power of banking to control both the government and the media, for the first time in recorded history a new “Fifth Estate” has emerged in the form of the “Alternative” or “Independent Media”.

As discussed, at one time there were media ownership laws in North America which were disposed of under the Clinton administration in the US and the Mulroney administration in Canada. The thought behind media ownership laws was that the more hands the media was in, the more diverse opinion we would get as Canadians. Since those laws were thrown out, all of our media—all TV, radio and mainstream newspapers—are controlled by a small handful of corporations and an even smaller group of people, as many corporate directors sit on more than one board. Apart from a very limited number of community broadcasters and publishers, media in Canada is primarily owned by Bell, Corus, Rogers, Quebecor and the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Each of these companies holds a diverse mix of television, radio and print media.
radio, newspaper, magazine and/or internet operations. Almost all media in Canada that you are likely to be exposed to, is part of a media chain or conglomerate (the rare exception being the paper you are reading now). But even a small publication such as this one can be critical to debunking the narrative that the Globalist “Shadow Government” wants you locked into.

Globalism is not a left/right affliction. The Liberal Party is ripe with Marxist Globalism, but so too is the Conservative Party. For example, as Attorney General for Ontario, Brian Mulroney’s daughter Caroline Mulroney has endorsed the hate crime charges laid against the editor and publisher of this paper, even though the charges were originally filed by the former Globalist Liberal government. At the time of writing this story, these charges are still going through the courts.

And it’s not unusual to see this hateful Globalist philosophy run in families. We have seen it in The United States with the Bush and Clinton families and in Canada not only in the Mulroney and Chrétien families, but with our Globalist PM Justin Trudeau’s father, Pierre Trudeau. He was Canada’s first Globalist Prime Minister. Worldwide the Globalists are ramming their policies down the throats of a population that is starting to resist: Economically with carbon taxes and socially with mass migration from third world countries meant to destabilize Western countries. The Globalists count on a very controlled news media not only to reinforce what their bought-and-paid-for politicians are doing, but also to ensure the public remain ignorant to the larger picture.

In The United States it’s not far off the mark for President Donald Trump to label certain news outlets “Fake News”. In Canada the idea of a fair and balanced news media is even further out of reach. As a media critic it seems to me that Canada’s corporate media is in firm lockstep with the politically correct (culturally Marxist) policies of the Globalist Liberal/NDP governments of Canada. As with citizens of other western countries, Canadians have become aware that the media has morphed into nothing more than a mouthpiece for a Globalist cabal that is not only trying to shape public opinion but dictate it and ram it down the gullet of intelligent consumers who not only disagree with that opinion, but on a visceral level, strongly oppose it.

So it should come as no surprise that the public has stopped supporting a controlled media that does not reflect their views or the tenets of a traditional Canadian value system, the hardest hit being the print media (newspapers and magazines). In an attempt to save and support the controlled corporate media, in December Justin Trudeau TOOK OVER $600 MILLION OF YOUR TAX MONEY AND USED IT TO BRIBE THE MEDIA. That’s right: The federal government announced that it wants to help the struggling media industry over the next five years with tax credits and tax incentives valued at over $600 Million!

The government said it will establish an “independent panel of journalists” to define “journalism standards” and determine eligibility for the tax benefits. Of course, we all know what they mean by “independent panel”—a group of hand-picked Globalist lackeys who will do exactly what the Trudeau government wants them to do, much like the “independent panel” that Trudeau called to formulate a convoluted legal argument to justify the unconstitutional Canada Post ban against delivering YOUR WARD NEWS.

After a long-dragged out, so-called “independent” inquiry called by outgoing MP Judy Foote, even though she provided no reasons for her ban, the Canada Post Board of Review upheld her mailing ban on YOUR WARD NEWS, amounting to blatant censorship by Canada Post against this newspaper being delivered to households in Canada. In a November 15, 2018 decision, Carla Qualtrough, the new minister responsible for Canada Post Corporation, on behalf of Justin Trudeau’s Liberal government, issued a final order to Canada Post to cease delivering YOUR WARD NEWS. She said “After having carefully considered the recommendations of the independent board of review, I have decided to issue a final prohibitory order that will prevent the delivery of the publication Your Ward News, or any substantially similar material developed by its authors, through Canada Post’s unaddressed bulk mail”. She even deemed our paper to be inconsistent with the government’s “values and stance on inclusiveness and diversity.”

Not one story carried in the mainstream corporate media questioned the right of Canada Post to censor the mail you receive or ask “Since when did Globalist ‘values and stance on inclusiveness and diversity’ become the law in Canada?” But overall the decision was still a loss for the Globalists and the Kinsellas, in that the minister lifted the general mail ban against the paper, our editor and our publisher. In other words, we can once again use First Class Mail to send YOUR WARD NEWS to subscribers; our editor and publisher can send out a new newspaper to your doors by bulk mail; and our editor and publisher can once again send Christmas cards to their families without risk of being jailed for 5 years!

Anyway, the Conservatives were quick to criticize the government picking panel members for Trudeau’s media bribe, arguing the Liberals will indirectly get to decide which media organizations survive, and accusing them of trying to buy off the media in an election year. However, also being Globalist-controlled the Conservatives only contested the choice of who decides to dole out the bribe money. Not the bribe itself! And one has to keep in mind this $600 Million is only earmarked for privately-owned media. It is not part of the $1.2 Billion per year of your tax money that goes to the government-owned CBC, which is a media conglomerate on itself.

You can bet that with media organizations lining up with their hands out, not one of them are going to question the ethics of government subsidizing a lying media that the public no longer cares to support. The sad truth is that yes, the Canadian public is quickly becoming aware of how the corporate media lies to them. Oh, it’s not outright “whopper Lies”, but lies of omission and lies of spin, and important stories that go under-reported or not reported on at all. And there’s collusion of media reporting during elections in order to limit candidate selection. But most of all (and thanks primarily to the internet) people can see what the news media is not telling them; like the massive problems Globalism is inflicting on the rest of the world.

The government now financially-supporting privately-owned media conglomerates, is officially the death of a free and open media, and a blow to free speech across Canada.

William Lyon Mackenzie just turned over in his grave.

“YOUR WARD NEWS” IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST ANTI-MARXIST PUBLICATION!
by Dr. James Sears
Editor-In-Chief

Our war with Warren & Lisa Kinsella hit an acme in 2018 as the deluded Liberal power couple harnessed social media and their influence with the Zio-Marxist-controlled mainstream media, to besmirch us. But after these Marxist parasites spectacularly crashed and burned on the witness stand a few weeks ago, the tables appear to have turned.

Leroy and I had little idea who the Kinsellas were in 2015 when they began calling us “Neo-Nazis”, “racists”, “anti-Semites”, etc., leading a campaign to scare off all our advertisers. On October 19, 2015, Warren crossed the line from name-calling to encouraging hotheads to come to my home and potentially bludgeon my family to death, by publishing a tweet titled “James Sears is a Neo-Nazi Sex Offender”, linking to a page filled with my family’s personal information (our home address, a creepy picture of my wife & dog tending our front garden, a picture of her car and license plate that was taken days earlier) and the call to action “James seems to think he can sexually harass people and promote all kinds of racist Nazi bullshit with little consequence like it’s some kind of joke. So here’s his home address and some personal info for anyone who’s interested.”

I suspected Warren was an unrepentant psychopath who cared not of the wellbeing of my infant son and wife, prepared to get at me through them. I contacted police. Even though Warren tweeted the doxing page within hours of it being created, they could not prove who built it because it was hosted through a shady Anarchist organization out of Europe. I contacted them but they refused to delete it. Finally, through sheer fluke, I learned that because I am an EU citizen (Greek citizen through my parents) I can have the entire site taken down for doxing. It was removed within hours of me complaining, with an apology.

Knowing my address, a mentally disturbed man came to my home threatening to shoot me. Luckily he encountered my downstairs neighbour. I called police. They warned him and he never returned. Our office windows were repeatedly smashed and the façade covered in graffiti. In a tweet Warren referred to the vandalism as peaceful community action.

On May 26, 2016, Leroy and I were banned from using Canada Post. On November 15, 2018, after months of hearings before a “Board of Review”, Leroy and I won back the right to use Canada Post for everything except...
“unaddressed bulk” delivery of Your Ward News. So we can now mail out the paper to subscribers and bulk mail a new publication under a new name to millions of homes. But we will still appeal this impotent ban in order to totally overturn it.

On December 5, 2016, Lisa Kinsella wrote a libellous hit piece in Huffington Post, making me sound like a monster who beats my wife. On December 21, 2016, Children’s Aid “spousal abuse” workers came to my home. Two days later I interrogated and tape-recorded them. They would not tell me who complained. They never returned. In an article in the Summer 2017 Edition I said I suspected the CAS complaint was “either lodged by Kinsella, someone directed by or associated with her, or motivated by her article published 2 weeks prior” and I waited to publish my article because I wanted to ensure CAS “fucked off for good” as I did not want some hothead to think my child was still in danger of being kidnapped, and go bludgeon the Kinsellas to death. I was trying to PROTECT Lisa & Warren. Not only did Lisa sue me for that article and others, but Warren & Lisa tried to charge me and Leroy with “uttering threats” against them for the “bludgeoning” comment. Police & two Crown Attorneys told them to fuck off, so they pursued private criminal charges. It was their undoing. They took the witness stand from October 23 to 25, 2018 to convince Judge Daniel Moore that we uttered a threat, and their persecutory delusions unravelled before their eyes.

I will detail the Kinsellas’ testimony in the next edition, but briefly, they did not appear credible. For example, Lisa falsely claimed we portrayed Warren being crucified. Warren falsely claimed he was a qualified expert witness at hate trials, and when caught lying, Judge Moore ordered a dramatic “Voir Dire” where Warren was recalled as a witness to explain his contradictory testimony. At one hilarious point in her testimony Lisa defended the contents of her libellous piece claiming Huff Post is a reputable media outlet that vetted it, eliciting giggles in the courtroom! Judge Moore found us NOT GUILTY of threatening the Kinsellas. You can read his scathing rebuke of the Kinsellas on our web site. I made national headlines for the ThoughtCrime of telling Judge Moore “Thank you, your honour, and Merry Christmas!”

Warren & Lisa each still have libel suits against me & Leroy. Our anti-SLAPP motion to have Lisa’s suit dismissed is heard on February 8, 2019. We are preparing one against Warren. The Kinsellas admitted on the stand that Richard Warman, part of Lisa’s “STAMP” group trying to shut us down, was the one that called the CAS, so she cannot sue me for claiming someone “associated” with her called CAS. And since Warren was caught lying several times on the stand, he cannot sue me for calling him a “pathological liar”. Closing arguments for our trial for “promoting hatred” against Jews & women are January 16, 2019. I will cover this trial in the next edition. Briefly, the Crown’s experts on “Anti-Semitism” and “Misogyny” were skillfully picked apart by our lawyers Dean “The Animal” Embry and Ian “Madman” McCuaig. On January 7, 2019, Warren posted on his blog that he is filing yet another legal action against us! We have never sued either of the Kinsellas, but I am reaching the limit of my patience. After Warren’s perjury, I might file a private criminal prosecution and a complaint with the Law Society to have his license yanked. I really do not want to go that route, but I suspect the only thing that will stop him is some serious Machiavellian justice.

STAY TUNED!
Dr. James Sears is mobilizing manpower and materials to open the next front in our battle against the Marxist parasite. We need resourceful, intelligent, uncompromising men who refuse to yield to pressure from traitors. Specifically:

- Audio-Visual Specialists
- Aggressive Online Trolls
- Counter-Protest Muscle
- Satirical Writers
- Political Cartoonists
- Event Security

Dr. Sears also needs men to sit on the steering committees for the "Adolf Hitler Fan Club" and the "Anti-Marxist Book Burning".

If you are man enough to be our comrade in arms, contact us through www.NCparty.ca.

EXPEL THE PARASITE!

IS YOUR CHILD A FAR-RIGHT EXTREMIST?

Look for the warning signs:

- Aversion to drugs, alcohol, pornography
- Interest in physical fitness, mental well-being
- Growing collection of classic literature
- Monogamy, desire to marry and procreate
- Increased time spent outdoors or in nature
- Appreciation of nation, history and culture

This public service announcement is brought to you by The New Constitution Party of Canada www.NCparty.ca 647-748-4420

NEW CONSTITUTION PARTY OF CANADA
www.NCparty.ca

JOIN US IN THE WAR TO EXPEL THE PARASITE

ENLIST IN AN NCP FRATERNITY:

Men Age 16-17 → NCP Youth
Men Age 18-29 → Sons of Freedom
Men Age 30-64 → Legion of Disruption
Men Age 65+ → Founding Elders

“Many Founding Peoples, One Nation Under God”
Dear Dr. James Sears, Editor-In-Chief

I recently found out about your paper through a friend, who said we were also on trial for “hate” speech? He said the paper was mailed, and Canada Post had banned it. I didn’t see anything particularly “hateful” about it. I’ve been trying to put together a group through Meetup for Conservatives and have generally been slanting this way now when I’m meeting new people. I come from a former Soviet country, Poland. My mom immediately said “Communism” when I told her about all the political correctness stuff. I do a few meetups along this line; I’m part of the Libertarians and recently joined Jordan Peterson, where I found out about this magazine. I’m also very interested in how this is affecting Europe.

Anna, Toronto, ON

The Marxist PARASITE infected Canada in the late 60’s, under the direction of then Justice Minister Pierre Trudeau. Our entire body politic is badly diseased. It is going to take people more people like you and I to rally others to cure Canada’s ills.

Dr. James Sears, Editor-In-Chief

I loved your response to the letter from Karen Lee of London in your Fall 2018 edition. Her attitude is in the majority unfortunately. She and her ilk are terribly, shall we say, “Blue Pilled”? You are quite right in defending National Socialism with a few facts. It really is a pity more truth is not available in the main— but we know why, don’t we Dr. Sears? Can’t tell you how much I enjoy your sizzling paper!

Stephen Yuill, Oshawa, ON

I was really shocked to find that people in the highly German-Canadian S19 area code were not “Red-Pilled” to the Holohoax. Have they forgotten that the city of Kitchener was originally Berlin, Ontario, with the name changed due to anti-German sentiment? Very sad!

Dr. James Sears, Editor-In-Chief

I came across your joke of a mayoral platform at www.VoteSears.com and I just want you to know that you are the reason I have no faith in humanity. Fuck you assholes, get bent, suck an egg. I hope your son grows up to be a decent person despite having a dip-shit human spit-ball for a father. Stop spewing your hate and misogyny you coward. What is wrong with you? My coven of feminist witches is located in your backyard and we aren’t moving. Have a shitty night. I don’t have time to entertain assholes with my wit. P.S. I LOVE MY PARASITE. Eat my uterine-lining soaked tampons Jimmy.

Emma Smith, Toronto, ON

When my beautiful son is old enough, I will let him read your degenerate letter so he knows the type of demented shrews that were permitted to wander the streets before we fitted them with shock collars and made them serve The Patriarchy.

Dr. James Sears, Editor-In-Chief

“Canada Post Won’t Deliver Your Ward News … But They’ll Deliver Weed”. I’m guessing you already got this covered, but this really shows the clientele of Canada under rule by the country’s first openly homosexual Prime Minister, Justin Turdboy. It really shows the government’s priorities: gambling and drugs good; free speech bad. Even if viewed from a Libertarian perspective, where one might argue that legalization is good, banning a personal and a newspaper operating within the law from using the mail service, is simply wrong. Hopefully in the next election, Canadians are not too stoned and vote for Turdboy again.

Lügen Press, Puslinch, ON

The book “Brave New World” warned us about this type of dystopic society. Cannabis and low-brow TV are today’s “soma”, tranquillizing the masses so they are oblivious to their enslavement. Coming to that realization is the reason why I snapped out of my Libertarian phase and moved hard-right toward Christian-based National Socialism.

Dr. James Sears, Editor-In-Chief

We published just a few of the letters we received since the last edition. Some were edited for brevity.

Please send your letters to:
Dr. James Sears, Editor-In-Chief
Editor@YourWardNews.com
THE 1st ANNUAL TORONTO OLD-FASHIONED ANTI-MARXIST BOOK BURNING

Bring the whole family out to help us fan the flames of Canadian political history, as we cleanse the body politic of commie filth.

The New Constitution Party of Canada is proud to present The 1st Annual Toronto Old-Fashioned Anti-Marxist Book Burning, featuring educational speeches by NCP members, live music courtesy of the Beaches Blues Festival, refreshments and food courtesy of Dr. James Sears, and of course, the burning of Marxist effigies and books.

Attendees are encouraged to bring Marxist books to be arraigned by Dr. James Sears. Any book he finds guilty of corrupting our body politic will be sentenced to the ash heap of history, and dropped into the fire pit.

We welcome all Marxist books: Marxist doctrine like the Communist Manifesto; cultural Marxist filth like Kathleen Wynne’s pedophilic sex education curriculum; FemiMarxist garbage by authors like Margaret Atwood; EnviroMarxist Agenda 21 propaganda by scientific sellouts like David Suzuki, etc. We are open-minded and will terminate any parasitic prose, without prejudice.

ITINERARY: We will announce a detailed schedule of events and speakers soon. If you or your group would like to speak at our event, please contact Dr. James Sears at www.NCparty.ca.

PLEASE NOTE: No matter how tempting, we will not burn religious scripture or national flags. Our sharp focus will be on Marxist books.

ONE FINAL NOTE: Unlike the Marxists, we terminate books we disagree with—not the authors themselves.

DATE: TBA  TIME: 6pm to 10pm
LOCATION: TBA  ADMISSION: FREE

This message is brought to you by THE NEW CONSTITUTION PARTY OF CANADA
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US: (647) 748-4420  www.NCparty.ca

“YOUR WARD NEWS” IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST ANTI-MARXIST PUBLICATION!